01 Application View

- Policy Creation Service
- Accounting component
- Transaction administration
- Billing Component

- Home & Away Policy Administration
  - Risk Assessment
    - Customer data API
    - Claim data API
    - Policy data API
  - Policy Creation
    - Calculate Risk
    - Calculate Premium
    - Create Policy
    - Store Policy

- Insurance Request Data
- Financial Administration
  - Accounting
  - Billing

- Updated to make this an Application Cooperation Viewpoint
- Customer data access now just an access to Customer data file
- Application event added
03 Implementation and Migration View

- Integrated back-office system
  - Software
  - Hardware
  - Proposed Final Deliverable
    - Customer Testing

- Transition 1
  - Baseline
    - How to address customer needs

- Transition 2 Alternative A
- Transition 2 Alternative B

- Transition 3
- Target
  - Improve Customer interaction

- Program Application Portfolio Rationalization
  - Project Back-office system integration
  - Project CRM system integration
  - Retire Legacy System
  - Implement New CRM
  - Customer Service Project

Customer Enhancement Program
05 Physical View

- Pre-Assembled Circuit Board
- Internal Antenna
- Plastic Case
- Manufacturing Plant
- Overseas Shipping
- National Distribution Center
- Local Trucking
- Local Distribution Center
- Vehicle Telematics appliance
- Intermodal Freight
07 Technology View

Test 1: Technology Layer
The relationships in this view are simple straight lines apart from in Database replication.
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08 View with all Relation Types
Linked Views

- 01 Application View
- 02 Business View
- 03 Implementation and Migration View
- 04 Motivation View
- 05 Physical View
- 06 Strategy View
- 07 Technology View
- 08 View with all Relation Types